The flight crew of pilot J. Roede* [2nd from right] Back row, from left: Carl C. Frasure, Radio Operator; J. Suddarth, Nav.; F. Rosseler, Co/Pilot; M. Fischer, Eng.; Roede; and unknown crew chief. Kneeling from left: W. Bardin, Ball Gun.; R. Lewis, Nose/Gun; A. Bennett, Jr., Tail/Gun; W. Watts*, Bomb. (killed in action); and J. Heleman* - Top/Gun. (Martin Fischer photo 827th Sq.)

With reference to the photo in Toretta Flyer No. 8 of “Little Mac” here is a crew photo, the names painted on the fuselage. From top to bottom are: W.E. McCoy, R.E. Patheal, V.T. Lew, D.W. Shea, A.W. Cooper, E.L. Tanksley, J. Derbex, R.L. Sturtz; and C.A. Pendleton. (Robert A. Harrison photo 825 Sq.)

Hammer Field, California Dec. 1943. An unnamed Hollywood startet [to right of landing gear] christens a B-24 assigned to the 764th Sq. The crew from left are Arthur D. Carter, Co-Pilot; Joseph F. Meyer, Bombardier; William E. Nelson, Gunner; Robert O. Guidon, Radio Operator; Henry P. Currier, Navigator; Starlet; Robert A. Weir, Pilot; Albert Ray, Engineer, and Orville G. Short, Ball Gunner. (Orville Short photo, 764th Sq.)